The internships will be provided in successful German companies. For more information and the online application, please visit our website: www.stipendienprogramm.org

German Eastern Business Association (OA) in cooperation with the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, the Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH and the Zoran Djindjic Foundation announces the call for application.

Apply online from 1.10. – 16.11.2020

The Programme gives qualified candidates the opportunity to have internships in German companies in Germany for a period of three to six months. The Programme is supported by the German Federal Government. The internships will start on July 1st 2021.

Application Criteria

Education Profile: studies related to economics/finance, engineering/technical sciences/informatics, journalism/German studies, agriculture, quality infrastructure, climate and environmental technologies

Age: the applicants should not be older than 29 years when applying

Level of Education: undergraduates who finished at least four semesters of studies when applying, students pursuing master and PhD degrees or graduates with some professional experience

Languages: very good knowledge of German and/or very good knowledge of English

Contact:

German Eastern Business Association (OA)

Ms Antje Müller
Programme Director

Breite Straße 29, 10178 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 206167-137
E-mail: mueller@stipendienprogramm.org

The internships will be provided in successful German companies. For more information and the online application, please visit our website: www.stipendienprogramm.org